
Furniture Atelier
AN ABSOLUTE CHIC SITE

LUXURY CLASSIC FURNITURE



Founded in 1920 by generations of cabinetmakers, carvers and 
polishers, Vimercati ranks among its family business assets a natural 
style and penchant for deluxe furniture production, aimed at 
customers with a refined taste for high-quality, classical furniture. 
Dining rooms and bedrooms by Vimercati are made entirely of the 
highest quality wood and carved wood from around the world. Its 
attention to detail and unmatched workmanship in manufacturing 
still largely handmade furniture provide deluxe, classic taste and 
careful execution  down to the smallest detail.

FIRM

Firm’s highlights

Stiles Products Settings Services

Classic Beds
Bookcases

Sofas
Wood paneling

Dressers
Display cases

Consoles
Tables

Furnishing 
accessories

Bedrooms
Living rooms

Entrance halls and 
access rooms

Bespoke 
manufacturing

Contract furniture 
supplies

In-house design 
department

Distribution&Collaborations

Distribution Markets of interest Type of clients

Italy
Eastern Europe

Russia

India
China

Asia
Australia

USA

Retailers
Dealers

Distributors
Architectural firms

Designer Studios
Interior designers



Each piece of furniture by Vimercati 
is a unique furnishing item inspired by 
classic taste, whether it is a new creation 
or a replica of an original 17th or 18th 
century furniture piece, especially Italian 
and French. Vimercati’s classic deluxe 
furniture can be found at major European 
royal households, as well as in the most 
prestigious dwellings and villas worldwide.
The polishing of every furniture piece, 
still done in the old-fashioned way, and 
the hand-finished processes ensure the 
uniqueness and quality of each product. 
Hand carved in the most sought after 
wood varieties, the furniture pieces blend 
in seamlessly with unique and customised 
deluxe  furniture, allowing customers to 
have free choice over every detail. 
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The attention to detail of every piece 
of furniture, built according to the 
dictates of classic deluxe furniture is 
combined with great customer care      
from first dealings through to the after 
sales service: ongoing, round-the-clock 
assistance is one of the cornerstones of 
business at Vimercati. The distribution 
network is especially strong in Russia 
and Eastern Europe, thanks to the 
availability of trade agents on site.
Vimercati furniture is on display at 
major trade shows, such as Milan’s 
Salone del Mobile, Moscow’s Crocus, 
and Dubai.
To view Vimercati’s deluxe and classic 
furniture and production range,  
catalogs may be obtained on demand 
or visiting the company website. In 
the private area you can find all the 
news and a preview of the production 
ranges that have made the history of 
Vimercati. 

SERVICES
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LUXURY CLASSIC FURNITURE

http://www.vimercatimeda.it
mailto:info@vimercatimeda.it
http://www.furnitureatelier.com

